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You love God. You long to know Him more intimately, to see Him face to face.
Now is the time to dig deeper into the Scriptures, to see the Bible come alive for
you: chapter by chapter, sentence by sentence, word by word. Written by fortyeight leading Bible scholars, this powerful handbook walks you through the entire
text of the Old and New Testaments (primarily in the KJV). From the majestic
Genesis account of all the Creator brought into being to Christ's words at the end
of Revelation ('Yea, I come quickly...'), you'll find insights to help you wrap your
heart and mind around God's Word in the pages of The Wycliffe Bible
Commentary. INCLUDES BONUS MATERIAL: Commentary on Romans from
The Moody Bible Commentary. Michael Vanlaningham, professor of New
Testament at Moody Bible Institute, introduces Romans and then takes you
through it verse-by-verse. Known as Paul's most thorough treatment on Christian
doctrine, Romans explores sin, faith, and God's redemptive purposes for the
world in Jesus. Familiarity with this famous letter is indispensable for growth and
maturity in your Christian faith.
Ancient tradition suggests that this world-weary lament is the work of Solomon in
old age. Casting its eye over the transient nature of life, the book questions the
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striving for wisdom and the truth, choosing instead to espouse the value of living
for the moment. The text is introduced by Doris Lessing.
In making this edition of Wycliffe's monumental work the Publisher has had to
make a number of decisions that affect the final outcome of the work. Some of
these decisions may be welcomed by the reading public and some perhaps not.
All of the decisions were made with the reader in mind. Our intention was to
produce an edition of Wycliffe's Bible translation that was reasonably priced and
to do this it must be in one volume. This has meant choosing a large paper
format. Other smaller sized editions are over 800 pages. We chose a larger
paper size that results in around 250 pages less. We chose a font that is
recognized as easily readable at smaller sizes. Adobe Garamond, 10 pt. was
selected. We have tested it and have not found it to be an uncomfortable reading
size. If you have reasonable eyesight, you will not need a magnifying glass, as
has been reportedly needed for other modern reprints. We hope you like it. Some
will complain that we have not inserted indents and paragraphing. Again, this is a
massive volume and we have tried to produce a book that is within one volume
so that it is commercially viable for us and you the reader. It has also meant not
including any of the introductions by Wycliffe, Jerome and others, or notes that
were a part of the original. Hence the subtitle "Text Edition". We understand this
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will not be to everyone's liking, but we are limited, by the printer, to how many
pages our books can be. At the size we chose we are almost at capacity. At a
smaller size we could have done over 800 pages, but we still would have had to
cram the same amount of text in. So the problem would be the same. The only
way around this problem would have been to produce two large volumes and at
this time we do question the viability of such an undertaking. However, if it is
clear that there is a great demand for it, we may bring out a new two volume
edition with that additional text. This may also enable us to insert indents and
paragraphing. This work was first produced in the late Middle Ages. The
language is therefore extremely archaic. So much so that some of the letters
have evolved and changed since then. This edition contains all modern letters,
but does not contain modern spelling. It is therefore, not a "Modern Edition" in
this sense. The yogh for example has been replaced as necessary. Purists will
complain, but we hope for the average reader this will not present much of a
problem. It will hopefully give the reader a text as close to the original yet still
possible to be read and, with a little work, understood.
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during
the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's
disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean
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against a background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure,
struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with his devoted but
disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be
explained secretly to his followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave
The beloved and timeless King James Version is made available in an edition
priced right for Sunday schools, Bible clubs, church presentations, and
giveaways. Offering affordable quality, these handsome award Bibles will
withstand heavy use thanks to better quality paper and supple but sturdy cover
material. A great way to honor special achievements-at a budget-conscious price
A spectrum of attractive colors-black, burgundy, blue, royal purple, dark green,
and white-suit any occasion Imitation leather, 640 pages, 5 8 inches Clear 7-point
type Color maps and presentation page The words of Christ in red 32 pages of
study helps Sewn binding Shipped with an attractive four-color half-wrap and
shrink-wrap.
This book is a nontechnical survey of Acts that fills the void between traditional
verse-by-verse commentaaries and detailed introductions. It is ideal for students,
pastors, and anyone who wants to get a grasp of this crucial book in the Bible.
A classic, one-volume commentary written with an uncompromising commitment
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to the inspiration, authority, and integrity of the Scriptures.
After his junior year in college, at age twenty-one, William Cameron Townsend
took leave of absence from his academic life to spend a year selling Bibles and
Scripture portions in Central America. The year was 1917. -- from back cover.
How did the Bible get translated into English and made available to Englishspeaking people? The Bible in English tells the dramatic story of these events,
and of the human costs involved. In this concise yet thorough study, John Long
answers the above questions, exploring the lives and deaths of John Wycliffe and
William Tyndale and explaining their roles in translating the Latin Vulgate and the
New Testament, respectively. Long discusses the Roman Catholic Church's
resistance to translation of the scriptures from Latin into English and other
languages, and he shows which parts of Tyndale's translation endured to appear
in the King James, Revised Standard, American Standard, New American
Standards, New King James, and other translations of the Bible in English. This
easy-to-read, comprehensive book is a fascinating study of a dramatic time in the
Bible's history.
"Wycliffe Bible Dictionary" provides extensive background information on the
names and places mentioned in the Bible, as well as important doctrinal,
historical, and Bible background topics. Articles are written by more than 200
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leading conservative, evangelical scholars. - A comprehensive, affordable Bible
dictionary for students, scholars, and lay people. - Major topics are given
extensive coverage, and contributors are noted after each article. - Many topics
include bibliographies for additional research. - Over 900 photos, maps, charts,
and drawings illustrate the text.
Get back to the roots on Revelation Through the centuries since its writing, the
book of Revelation has captured the fascination of the Christian church. The
earliest Christians were unanimous in understanding it along a premillennial view
of Jesus' second coming, but other hermeneutical approaches began to emerge
in the third century. These clouded, and added complexity to, the task of
explaining the book’s meaning. For most of the Christian era, consequently,
many readers have viewed this last of the NT writings as though it were
hopelessly embedded in an aura of deep mystery. An avalanche of interpretive
literature has evidenced remarkable interest in the book’s contents, but along
with the interest has come widespread bewilderment. Written especially for the
informed layman, student, and scholar, this commentary seeks to clear the air.
The book is interpreted according to a historical and grammatical hermeneutic
and propounds a conservative, evangelical theology, but the reader will not get a
narrow view on areas of disagreement. This commentary interacts with a range
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of major views, both evangelical and nonevangelical. It reaffirms the basic
framework of eschatology espoused by ancient Christianity, but with added help
from centuries of maturing thought and doctrinal progress in the Body of Christ.
All exegesis and exposition in this 2-volume commentary are based on the
original language of the text. Translations used are those of the author, and
textual criticism and word study are included where appropriate. This in-depth
commentary also includes extended excursuses on important topics of
theological and historical interest.
From Discipleship Journal, this convenient Bible reading plan can easily fit into
your schedule.
Wycliffe Dictionary of Theology provides a conservative, evangelical perspective
on over 850 theological words and beliefs. Contributors include Carl F. H. Henry,
J. I. Packer, Gleason Archer, Edward J. Young, F. F. Bruce, and many other
noted scholars. Topics are listed alphabetically and range from "Abaddon" to
"Abba," "Baptism" to "Hellenism," and "Zion" to "Zoroastrianism." Bibliographies
are provided for many of the topics. * "An evangelical masterpiece. . . . The
minister who ponders these affirmations will find himself growing in wisdom. . . .
Church members will find here a treasure of Christian information. . . ." -William
Childs Robinson, Christianity Today
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We are far removed from the time and culture of the biblical world, and this
distance easily leads to misunderstanding and misinterpretation. Our
understanding and appreciation for God's Word increase exponentially when we
know about the context in which the biblical books were written. So while many
Bible commentaries explain the theological meaning of the text, The Baker
Illustrated Bible Background Commentary provides fascinating cultural and
historical insights into God's Word. Richly illustrated with full-color photos
throughout, this one-volume background commentary includes articles by leading
Old and New Testament scholars on subjects such as - countries, cities, and
cultures of the Holy Land and the Greco-Roman world - warfare and execution religious groups and customs - fashion, athletics, feasts, and celebrations honor, shame, and hospitality - and much more This colorful, informative volume
is an essential companion for pastors, teachers, and laypeople who want to
enhance their personal Bible study and help others do the same.
"This series reflects current interpretive ferment marked by growing resistance to the historicalcritical project. It holds the promise of asking interpretive questions that are deeply grounded in
the primal claims of faith." Walter Brueggemann, Columbia Theological Seminary This
commentary, like each in the Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible, is designed to
serve the church through aid in preaching, teaching, study groups, and so forth and
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demonstrate the continuing intellectual and practical viability of theological interpretation of
Scripture. In this addition to the series, Joseph Mangina offers a constructive ecclesiology for
the role and mission of the church in the twenty-first century formed by a close examination of
Revelation. The general editor for the Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible is R. R.
Reno(Creighton University). Series editors include Robert W. Jenson(Center of Theological
Inquiry); Robert Louis Wilken(University of Virginia); Ephraim Radner(Wycliffe College,
University of Toronto); Michael Root(Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary); and George
Sumner(Wycliffe College, University of Toronto).
This is a modern-spelling version of the 14th century middle english translation by John
Wycliffe and John Purvey, the first complete english vernacular version, with an introduction by
Terence P. Noble. Also contains a glossary, endnotes, conclusion and bibliography.
Now you can study the Bible with the faculty of the Moody Bible Institute! Imagine having a
team of 30 Moody Bible Institute professors helping you study the Bible. Now you can with this
in-depth, user-friendly, one-volume commentary. General editors Michael Rydelnik and
Michael Vanlaningham have led a team of contributors whose academic training, practical
church experience, and teaching competency make this commentary excellent for anyone who
needs help understanding the Scriptures. This comprehensive and reliable reference work
should be the first place Sunday school teachers, Bible study leaders, missionaries, and
pastors turn to for biblical insight. Scripture being commented on is shown in bold print for easy
reference, and maps and charts provide visual aids for learning. Additional study helps include
bibliographies for further reading and a subject and Scripture index. The Moody Bible
Commentary is an all-in-one Bible study resource that will help you better understand and
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apply God's written revelation to all of life.
As more and more Christians are involved in teaching in their churches, there is a need for an
accessible, engaging commentary that can enhance their understanding of Scripture and aid
their teaching. The Baker Illustrated Bible Commentary is that resource. This nontechnical,
section-by-section commentary on the whole Bible provides reliable and readable
interpretations of the Scriptures from forty-two leading evangelical scholars. The Baker
Illustrated Bible Commentary is a complete revision of the well-known Baker Commentary on
the Bible edited by Walter Elwell, now featuring new articles and vibrant full-color images on
more than 1,800 pages, complete with photos, maps, and timelines to illustrate the text. This
information-packed commentary helps readers gain a deeper understanding of the Bible.
Beyond that, it includes practical applications for spiritual and personal guidance, making it
invaluable to any believer seeking to get the most out of their Bible study. Pastors and others
in teaching ministries looking for a one-volume, evangelical commentary on the Bible will value
this resource.
The emphasis of Hebrews was born out of the concern of the writer for those who had been
true to Christ in the past but who were now wavering. Signs of defection from the faith brought
both a warning against apostasy and a fervent exhortation to press onward to spiritual maturity.
The epistle argues that the death of Christ renders obsolete the Old Testament sacrificial
system and presupposes thorough familiarity with that system by those to whom the epistle is
addressed. This strong appeal to the Old Testament Scriptures opens up new avenues of
thought for appreciation for the unity of the two Testaments. Dr. Pfeiffer's helpful commentary
on this profound New Testament book systematically covers each passage while singling out
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difficult phrases and verses for special attention. This Everyman's Bible Commentary is based
upon the scriptural text as found in the King James Version.

With so many Bible translations available today, how can you find those that will be
most useful to you? What is the difference between a translation that calls itself “literal”
and one that is more “meaning-based”? And what difference does it make for you as a
reader of God’s Word? How to Choose a Translation for All Its Worth brings clarity and
insight to the current debate over translations and translation theories. Written by two
seasoned Bible translators, here is an authoritative guide through the maze of
translations issues, written in language that everyday Bible readers can understand.
Learn the truth about both the word-for-word and meaning-for-meaning translations
approaches. Find out what goes into the whole process of translation, and what makes
a translation accurate and reliable. Discover the strengths and potential weaknesses of
different contemporary English Bible versions. In the midst of the present confusion
over translations, this authoritative book speaks with an objective, fair-minded, and
reassuring voice to help pastors, everyday Bible readers, and students make wise, wellinformed choices about which Bible translations they can depend on and which will best
meet their needs.
The Feasts of Israel and Their Significance to Christians Today Throughout the Old
Testament, God commanded the people of Israel to observe feasts and holy days
(holidays) to remember the mighty things that He had done in the lives of Israels
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ancestors. Feasts of the Bible is a full-color booklet that celebrates and explains the
meaning behind the biblical feasts and why they are important today. Feasts of the
Bible contains an easy-to-read charts that covers each holiday and its details: Name
and pronunciation Simple summary and date of observance Symbolic meaning pointing
to Jesus as the promised Messiah
Wyclif sought the restoration of an idealized past even if that meant taking revolutionary
steps in the present to recover what had been lost. His 1377-78 On the Truth of Holy
Scripture represents such an effort in reform: the recognition of the inherent perfection
and veracity of the Sacred Page which serves as the model for daily conduct,
discourse, and worship, thereby forming the foundation upon which Christendom itself
is to be ordered.
The Wycliffe Bible CommentaryMoody Publishers
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